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Abstract
An explicit self-dual classical solution of the type of perturbiner
in Yang-Mills theory interacting with gravity is obtained. This allows
one to describe the tree self-dual gluonic form-factors including any
number of positive-helicity gravitons in addition to the positive helicity
gluons.
1 Introduction
In this letter we continue our study of perturbiners [1],[2], [3], i.e., solutions
of field equations (FE) which are generating functions for tree amplitudes in
the theory (more precisely - for tree form-factors, that is “amplitudes” with
a number of on-shell particles and one off-shell particle in the coordinate
representation). Such solution can be given an intrinsic definition which is
formally independent on the Feynman diagrams and which is universal in
the sense that it is applicable in any field theory. In words, the definition is
as follows. Take a linear combination of plane wave solutions of linearized
FE (with appropriate polarization factors etc.) so that every plane wave
is multiplied with a corresponding formal nilpotent variable (a rudiment of
the symbol of annihilation-creation operator). The perturbiner is a (com-
plex) solution of the (nonlinear) FE which is polynomial in the given set of
(nilpotent) plane waves, E , and whose first order part is the given solution
of the linearized FE. This definition is actually nothing but rephrasing the
usual Feynman perturbation theory for the tree form-factors1. Nevertheless,
this definition appeared to be very convenient in the cases where FE can
be treated by some other powerful methods different from the perturbation
theory. This is actually the case of the self-duality (SD) equations, both
in gravity and in Yang-Mills (YM) theory , allowing the use of the twistor
constructions [12], [14]. The way of reducing from the generic perturbiner
to the SD one is obvious: one includes into the plane wave solutions of the
linearized FE only SD plane waves, which is equivalent to describing only am-
plitudes with on-shell particles of a given helicity (say, of the positive one).
Miraculously, the twistor construction works extremely efficiently in the case
of perturbiners, in a sense, more efficiently than in the case of instantons.
In the instanton case it gives only explicit description of the moduli space
of solutions [4], while in the perturbiner case it gives explicit description of
fields ([2], [3] and below).
In the case of YM theory, the idea to use the SD equations to describe
the so-called like-helicity amplitudes (see, e.g., the reviews [5], [6]) was first
formulated in [7] and, independently, in [8]. In [7] it was basically shown that
the SD equations reproduce the recursion relations for tree like-helicity glu-
onic form-factors (also called “currents”), obtained originally in ref.[9] from
the Feynman diagrams; the corresponding solution of SD equations was than
obtained in terms of the known solutions refs.[9] of the recursion relations
for the “currents”. In ref.[8] an example of SD perturbiner was obtained
in the SU(2) case by a ’tHooft anzatz upon further restriction on the on-
shell particles included. A bit later an analogous solution was studied in
ref.[11], where consideration was based on solving recursion relations anal-
ogous to refs. [9]. In [2] the YM SD perturbiner was constructed by the
twistor methods which also allowed us to find its antiSD deformation, that
is to add one opposite-helicity gluon and thus to obtain a generating func-
tion for the so-called maximally helicity violating Parke-Taylor amplitudes
1the nilpotency is equivalent to considering only amplitudes with no particle having
identical quantum numbers
1
[10], [9]. Also, in [2] the SD perturbiner was constructed in the background
of an arbitrary instanton solution. In [3] we presented the gravitational SD
perturbiner. Again, as in the YM case, the twistor methods [12], [13] gave
absolutely explicit description of the fields. Thus, we presented a generating
function for tree gravitational form-factors with all on-shell gravitons having
the same (positive) helicity.
In this letter I present the perturbiner type SD solution in the YM theory
interacting with gravity. Actually, after construction of the SD perturbiner
in YM [2] and in gravity [3], the present case is almost automatic. One first
notice that the YM energy-momentum tensor vanishes on the self-dual fields.
This means that the gravity sector is the same as in the pure gravity case [3].
What concerns to the YM sector, its gravitational dressing happens to be
very simple. The YM fields are the same as in [2] functions but its variables,
the plane waves E , get gravitationally dressed in a simple way, Eqs.(24),(25).
In the section 2 I describe self-dual solutions of the linearized FE which
serve as a base point in the definition of perturbiner, then in section 3 I re-
produce some necessary detailes of the solution in the case of pure gravity [3].
In section 4 I describe the gravitational dressing of the gluons. Gravitational
dressing of the Parke-Taylor amplitudes will be described elsewhere.
2 The plane wave solution of the free FE
It will be convenient to use the spinor notations. To construct the pertur-
biner, one first defines the plane wave solutions of the linearized FE. The
appropriate SD solution of the linearized gravity reads (eαα˙N is a vierbein, the
capital Latin letters like N,M,L will stand for sets of gravitons) reads
eαα˙N = e
αα˙
∅ +
∑
n∈N
En
qαnλ
α˙
n
(qn,æn)2
qnµλ
n
µ˙dx
µµ˙ (1)
In the equation (1) eαα˙∅ stands for the flat vierbein, e
αα˙
∅ = dx
αα˙, En is the
plane wave, En = ane
kn
αα˙
xαα˙ , an is the nilpotent symbol, a
2
n = 0, k
n
αα˙ is
an (asymptotic) four-momentum of the n-th graviton. kn is light-like and
hence it decomposes into a product of two spinors, knαα˙ = æ
n
αλ
n
α˙.
2 As a
consequence of the SD condition, the polarization tensor in Eq.(1) contains
the same dotted spinor λn as in the four-momentum kn. The other spinor
entering the polarization factor, qnα, is a reference spinor needed to define
the polarization tensor, the on-shell gauge freedom being qnα→q
n
α + æ
n
α. The
factor in the denominator is introduced for normalization, the brackets of
the type of (p, q) here and below mean contraction of two spinors with the
ǫ-tensor, (p, q) = ǫαβpαqβ. n numbers gravitons in the set N .
A solution of the free (i.e. linearized) SD equation in the YM sector
consisting of N plane waves looks as follows
A
(1)J
αα˙ =
J∑
j
ǫ
+j
αα˙Eˆj (2)
2the reality of the four momentum in Minkowski space assumes that λα˙ = æ¯α
2
where the sum runs over gluons, J is the number of gluons,
ǫ
+j
αα˙ is a four-vector defining a polarization of the j-th gluon, Eˆ
j = tjE
j =
tjaje
ikjx, tj is a matrix defining color orientation of the j-th gluon. k
j
αα˙, as a
light-like four-vector, decomposes into a product of two spinors kjαα˙ = æ
j
αλ
j
α˙.
The polarization ǫ+jαα˙, as a consequence of the linearized SD equations, also
decomposes into a product of spinors, such that the dotted spinor is the same
as in the decomposition of momentum k, ǫ+jαα˙ =
q
j
αλ
j
α˙
(æj ,qj)
where normalization
factor is defined with use of a convolution (æj , qj) = εγδæjγq
j
δ = æ
jδqjδ.
Indexes are raised and lowered with the ε-tensors. The free anti-SD equation
would give rise to a polarization ǫ−αα˙ =
æαq¯α˙
(λ,q¯)
The auxiliary spinors qα and q¯α˙
form together a four-vector qαα˙ = qαq¯α˙ usually called a reference momentum.
The normalization was chosen so that ǫ+ · ǫ− = εαβεα˙β˙ǫ+αα˙ǫ
−
ββ˙
= −1
As it is defined in the introduction (see also [1],[2], [3]), the perturbiner
is a solution of (nonlinear) FE which is polynomial in En, n∈N, Ej, j = 1, J
and whose linear in E ’s part is as in Eqs.(1),(2).
3 Gravitational SD perturbiner
In the given orthonormal basis eαα˙ = eαα˙µµ˙dx
µµ˙, α, µ = 1, 2, α˙, µ˙ = 1˙, 2˙ the
curvature form, Rαα˙
ββ˙
= Rαα˙
ββ˙γγ˙δδ˙
eγγ˙eδδ˙ decomposes into its SD and antiSD
part as follows
Rαα˙ββ˙ = R
+
α˙β˙
ǫαβ +R
−
αβǫα˙β˙ (3)
where ǫαβ and ǫα˙β˙ are the standard antisymmetric tensors, the forms R
+
α˙β˙
and R−αβ are symmetric, and, as in most places below, the indices are raised
and lowered with the ǫ-tensors. The forms R+ and R− are identified as SD
and antiSD components of the curvature form 3 Thus, the SD equations in
the case of gravity read
R− = 0 (4)
SD curvature form automatically obeys gravity equations without matter (or
with self-dual matter, as explained in the Introduction).
The self-duality condition Eq.(4) assumes that the monodromy group
acts trivially on the undotted spinors, hence there is a covariantly constant
spinor pα. Moreover, the spin-connection can be put in such a form that the
spinor pα is simply a constant spinor (antiSD part of the spin-connection can
be gauge away). Such a choice of the spin-connection and, correspondingly,
of the vierbein eαα˙N will be always assumed. Then forms e
α˙
N = pαe
αα˙
N are
shown to define a covariantly constant complex structure, and the two-form
(actually, (2, 0)-form)
ΩN = ǫα˙β˙e
α˙
N∧e
β˙
N (5)
is shown to be covariantly constant. The other way around, one can show that
every covariantly constant (2, 0)-form defines a solution of the SD equation.
3SD and antiSD components could also be defined with respect to another half of
indices of the curvature form, which is more or less equivalent to what is done above.
3
Next we are looking for coordinates zα˙N (and z¯
α˙
N ) which are singular and
of degree 1 in the auxilliary CP1 space (parametrized by the spinor pα) and
which are the Darbough coordinates for the (2, 0) form ΩN which is regular
and of degree 2 in the auxilliary CP1 space.
ΩN = ǫα˙β˙dz
α˙
N∧dz
β˙
N (6)
Thus any meromorphic coordinates zα˙N subject to condition of regularity of
the (2, 0) form ΩN define a solution of the SD equation (being regular and
of degree 2 the form Ω is necessary just bilinear, as it must be according to
its definition Eq.(5).
In the case of perturbiner the coordinates zN are supposed to have an
expansion of the form
zN = z∅ + uN (7)
where uN is polynomial in E and the term of degree 1 in the polynomial is
defined by the solution in the linearized approximation Eq.(1).
u
(1)
N =
∑
n∈N
(p, qn)
2λn
(p,æn)(qn,æn)2
En (8)
(To obtain the above expression one first constructs the form Ω out of the
tetrade Eq.(1) and than decomposes it into the Darbough coordinates, which
is straightforward and easy in the first in E order.)
The regularity of Ω requires that
ǫα˙β˙dz
α˙
N\n|p=æn∧resndz
β˙
N = 0 (9)
(N\n notation stands for the set N without nth particle and resn = res|p=æn
means the residue at point p = æn.) The condition (9) implies that
∂
∂z¯α˙N\n|p=æn
resnz
β˙
N = 0 (10)
and that
resnz
α˙
N = ǫ
α˙β˙ ∂
∂z
β˙
N\n|p=æn
φN,n(zN\n|p=æn) (11)
The function φN,n(zN\1|p=æn) is subject to a condition that the coordinate z
has an expansion of the type of (7), (8). This condition requires the function
φ to be
φN,n(zN\n|p=æn) = Ene
(λn,uN\n|p=æn) (12)
and hence the residues of the coordinates z Eq.(11) read as
resnz
α˙
N = λ
α˙
nEne
(λn,uN\n|p=æn) (13)
and then the coordinates are found to be zN = z∅ + uN with
uα˙N =
∑
n∈N
(p, qn)
2λα˙n
(p,æn)(qn,æn)2
Ene
(λn,uN\n|p=æn)
=
∑
n∈N
(p, qn)
2λα˙n
(p,æn)(qn,æn)2
Ene
∑
m∈N\n
(æn,qm)
2(λn,λm)
(æn,æm)(qm,æm)2
Eme
∑
l∈N\m,n
...
(14)
4
As soon as one knows the coordinates zα˙ one can reconstruct all the other
geometric data (see [3]), and I will not reproduce here all the construction
since to know zα˙ is sufficient to proceed in the YM sector.
4 Gravitational dressing of YM fileds
In the ptb vierbein eα,α˙N the YM curvature form, F = dA + A
2, has four in-
dexes, Fαα˙ββ˙, and, being antisymmetric with respect to permutation (αα˙)↔
(ββ˙), decomposes as
Fαα˙ββ˙ = εαβFα˙β˙ + εα˙β˙Fαβ (15)
The first term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (15) can be identified as an SD component
of F , the second one - as an anti-SD component of F . Correspondingly, the
SD equation can be written as
Fαβ = 0 (16)
With use of the same constant spinor pα as in the previous section, one
defines
Aα˙ = p
αAαα˙,
∂¯α˙ = p
α∂αα˙, where ∂αα˙ = eN
µµ˙
αα˙
∂
∂xµµ˙
,
∇¯α˙ = ∂¯α˙ + Aα˙ (17)
With these definitions the SD equation (16) becomes a zero-curvature con-
dition
[∇¯α˙, ∇¯β˙] = 0, at any p
α, α = 1, 2 (18)
which is solved as
Aα˙ = g
−1∂¯α˙g (19)
where g is a function of xαα˙ and pα with values in the complexification of
the gauge group. g must depend on pα in such a way that the resulting
Aα˙ is a linear function of p
α, Aα˙ = p
αAαα˙ . Actually, g is sought for as a
homogeneous of degree zero rational function of pα. Such function necessary
has singularities in the pα-space and it is subject to condition of regularity of
Aα˙. Then by construction, Aα˙ is a homogeneous of degree one regular rational
function of two complex variables pα, α = 1, 2. As such, it is necessary just
linear in pα.
An essential moment is that in the case of perturbiner gptb can only be a
polynomial in the variables En, n∈N, Ej, j = 1, J . First order in Ej term in
gptb is fixed by the plane wave solution Eq.(2) of the free equation, while the
demand of regularity of Aα˙ fixes g
ptb up to the gauge freedom.
Notice that the only difference with the case of pure YM is the appearence
of the ptb vierbein eN
µµ˙
αα˙ in the definition of ∂¯α˙ and hence in the Eq.(19).
Remember that gptb is fixed by the condition of regularity of Aα˙. Since the
ptb vierbein enters Eq.(19), it affects the regularity condition and gives rise
5
to the gravitational dressing of the YM fields. Namely, using the nilpotency
of Eˆ , one can see that
g
ptb
J = g
ptb
J−1(1 + χJ) (20)
where χJ is of first order in Eˆ
J and polynomial in all Eˆ j, j = 1, J . (In the
Eq.(20) gptbJ includes 1, . . ., J-gluons and g
ptb
J−1 includes 1, . . ., J − 1-gluons.)
Then, absolutely parallel to [2], χJ can be seen to have a simple pole at
pα = æαJ while its residue at this pole must obey the condition
[∂¯α˙(gJ−1|p=κJ(res|p=κJχJ )g
−1
J−1|p=κJ)]||p=κJ = 0 (21)
This last equation in the case of pure YM [2] has the only solution
(gJ−1|p=κJ(res|p=κJχJ)g
−1
J−1|p=κJ) = const.EˆJ (22)
while now, in the YM+gravity case it has solution
(gJ−1|p=κJ (res|p=κJχJ)g
−1
J−1|p=κJ) = const.EˆJe
(λJ ,u|p=κJ ) (23)
with u from Eq.(14). This defines the gravitational dressing Eˆgrj of the plane
wave Eˆj ,
Eˆgrj = Eˆje
(λj ,u|p=κJ ) (24)
From Eqs.(20),(23) it is not difficult to see that this dressing is the only effect
of gravity in gptb, that is g
YM+gravity
ptb reads as follows
g
YM+gravity
ptb (Eˆj) = g
YM
ptb (Eˆ
gr
j ) (25)
with gYMptb as in [2]. For closeness of the presentation, I give here the resulting
expression for the color ordered highest degree monomial in gYM+gravityptb , that
is for the term in gYM+gravityptb where all gluonic plane waves Eˆj are present
and come in a given order, say, in the order EˆJ EˆJ−1. . .Eˆ1.
g
ptb
J(J,...,1) =
(p, qJ)(æJ , qJ−1) . . . (æ2, q1)
(p,æJ)(æJ ,æJ−1) . . . (æ2,æ1)
EˆgrJ
(æJ , qJ)
. . .
Eˆgr1
(æ1, q1)
(26)
This is, essentially, a solution of the problem. Substituting gptb (26) into
equation (19) determines the perturbiner Aptbα˙ . The computation is easy
and parallel to the one in the pure YM case [2], so I will not reproduce it
here. Actually, gptb contains more information than Aptb and is more useful in
applications, such as construction of the gravitationally dressed Parke-Taylor
amplitudes which will be described elsewhere.
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